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Faculty of Sciences
Human and Social

FACULTY

HUMAN SCIENCES
AND SOCIAL

International mobility
Partnerships with prestigious
universities

A faculty in tune with the demands of
the modern world
Evolve in an International Environment:

students, research professors and administrative staff of different nationalities
The creation of the Faculty of Human and Social Sciences (FSHS) testifies to the desire of the Euromed
University of Fez to contribute to the training for the country and the African and Mediterranean
region of high-level executives in the field of social development.
The needs in this area, it should be remembered, are immeasurable. Especially since today's world is
caught in a dynamic of dizzying changes that affect all aspects of modern life. This explains the
complexity that characterizes it, the uncertainty experienced by most societies both in the north and in
the south of the planet in relation to their benchmarks and strategic visions.
To cope with this, the major universities around the world are making a special place in their training
courses in the disciplines of the humanities and social sciences. Because these sectors, we know it
even better today, are real laboratories where we train specialists who are able to control social
changes, to foresee the risks, to measure the stakes, the dimensions and the consequences.
The great specificity of the FSHS is to have not only chosen to train in the mastery of these skills, but
also to favor the acquisition of trades and know-how allowing its graduates to be actors of progress,
contributors to the emergence of values of emancipation and creation of wealth.
Missions of the F-SHS:
Initial training and continuing education Applied research open to the world
Professionalization through immersion in the business world
Exchange of knowledge and cultural practicessEuro-Mediterranean and international

Why join the F-SHS?
Benefit from high-level training
provided by national and Euro-Mediterranean
teacher-researchers, as well as professionals
from the business world.
Benefit from an opening on theEuroMediterranean universities (Paris 1
Pantheon-Sorbonne,
University
Salamanca,University of Girona, etc.)

Gain a rich cultural experiencethanks to an
international network which is essential for a future
professional career.

of

Study in a multicultural environmentwith
students and teachers from diverse backgrounds
and cultures.
Master two foreign languageswith certification
in Arabic, French, English, Spanish, Italian, etc.

Carry out co-supervised research work by
professors and senior executives from the
regional and national business sector
Thrive in a unique work environmentin
Morocco: an eco-campus meeting the highest
international standards.
Evolve in an international environment:
students, research professors and
administrative staff of different nationalities.

Quality training for
jobs of the future
TRAINING OFFER
Licenses:
Licencein translation
Licencein Methods and Professions of Cultural Engineering Licence
in Social Sciences and Health Management
Masters:
Master's in Business and Institutional Communication Master's
in Journalism and New Media

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION :
For the License:
hold a literary, scientific and economic baccalaureate.
For the Masters:

hold a Bachelor's degree in Humanities and Social Sciences,Science Legal,
economic and political.
* For the license, only the possibility of parallel admission in the second and third year, on file study and oral test.

TUITION:
License: 55,000 DH
Masters: 62,000 dirhams

SCHOLARSHIPS
Admitted candidates can apply for one of the two scholarships, below, to cover all or part of the tuition
fees.
- Merit scholarships: (academic criteria + social criteria)
- Excellence scholarship: (awarded to the best students regardless of social criteria)

DOCTORAL CYCLE
The best laureates of the "Master" cycle are admitted to a Doctorate at the UEMF or in a partner
university with the granting of a scholarship after study of their file.

SHS research focuses on the following themes:
Heritage and patrimonialization in Euro-Mediterranean societies; Mobility in the
Euro-Mediterranean area;
Genders and Euro-Mediterranean Societies;
Social sciences applied to the management of the territory and the environment.

of the territory and the environment.
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Equipped rooms
and furnished in
residence
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on the spot

Campus
served

